Family and Consumer Sciences cover a variety of areas. The following is a list of starting points under each area. These titles are too good you started; use the online catalog and the databases for additional materials.

Note: Hospitality and Tourism has a separate User Guide.

**Early Childhood**


*Encyclopedia of Early Childhood Education* LB1139.25 E53 1992 REF

*Handbook of Psychological and Educational Assessment of Children* BF722 R49 2003 REF

*Louisiana’s Early Learning Guidelines and Program Standards Birth Through Three* LB1139.27 L68 G853 2005 REF

See Databases under subject Education

**Family**

*Adolescence in America: An Encyclopedia* HQ796 A33247 2001 REF

*Encyclopedia of Family Life* HQ534 E53 1999 REF

*Family and Consumer Sciences Education: Model Course Guidelines* TX336.5 L68 F365 2003 REF

*International Encyclopedia of Marriage and Family* HQ9 E52 2003 REF

See Databases under subjects Psychology and Social Sciences
Fashion

The Chronicle of Western Fashion
GT511 P42 1991 REF

Contemporary Fashion
TT505 A1 C66 2002 REF

Encyclopedia of Clothing and Fashion
GT507 E53 2005 REF

The Fashion Book
TT503 F37 1998 REF

The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Costume and Fashion From 1066 to the Present
GT730 C37 1994 REF

See Databases under subjects Biography and Business

Home Economics/Consumers

American Generations: Who They Are, How They Live, What They Think
HC110 C6 M545 2003 REF

American Health: Demographics and Spending of Health Care Consumers
RA445 A447 2005 REF

American Marketplace: Demographics and Spending Patterns
HA214 A6 1999 REF

American Women: Who they are and How They Live
HQ1421 A486 1997 REF

The Baby Boom: Americans Aged 35-54
HN60 R868 1999 REF

Generation X: The Young Adult Market
HC110 C6 M544 REF

Who’s Buying for the Home
HC110 C6 W46 1996X REF

See Databases under subjects: Business and Social Sciences